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Diversity programs examined
A new study may
change the way
outreach works

By Emily Galvin
Staff Writer

By Emily Davis
Staff Writer

Without Project Uplift, Alexis Hall said she
wouldn’t be at UNC-Chapel Hill today.
Hall, a born and bred Tar Heel and a black
student from Charlotte, couldn’t see herself
coming to UNC-CH until she attended Project
Uplift three years ago.
The program invites rising high school
seniors from underserved populations throughout North Carolina to experience academic and
campus life at UNC-CH.
“Project Uplift gave me courage to apply
because it gave me proof that people like me
could make it to Carolina and survive once I got
here,” she said.
Hall is now a junior and the excellence and
initiatives coordinator with the UNC Office for
Diversity and Inclusion. She’s in charge of two
programs: Beyond Carolina and North Carolina
Renaissance. She also assists with Project
Uplift to reach out to potential students.
“Diversity and Inclusion lets them know
that, yes, there’s a place for you here, and you
have people like us who will support you once
you get here,” Hall said.
Through her job, Hall sees regular proof

DTH/ASHTON ELEAZER
UNC junior Alexis Hall runs two programs through the UNC Office of Diversity and Inclusion.

of how crucial funding is for these programs.
But now the structure and funding of Equal
Opportunity and Diversity and Inclusion offices
across the UNC system are under scrutiny by
the UNC-system Board of Governors.
“To me, taking funding away from diversity programs is taking diversity away from
Carolina,” Hall said.

How the offices came under fire
Last year, a budget bill by the N.C. General
Assembly mandated the UNC-system General
Administration, now the UNC-system office, to
study the efficiency, effectiveness and transparency of the equal opportunity (EO) and diversity

SEE DIVERSITY, PAGE 5

O’Brien finds rhythm in first career start
BASEBALL

NORTH CAROLINA
5
UNC-WILMINGTON4
Caden O’Brien very well might
have flown by the seat of his pants
in his first ever collegiate start.
After all, he didn’t know he
would be starting the No. 8 North
Carolina baseball team’s home
opener until Monday. The first-year
lefty appeared only once thus far
in his career, and it was this past
weekend in relief against South
Florida. He threw a scoreless
inning and struck out two batters
against South Florida.
And yet, in the Tar Heels’ 5-4 loss
to UNC-Wilmington on Tuesday,
everything he did seemed routine.
As the first batter stepped into
the box, O’Brien took a deep breath,
beared in and delivered. It was high
and outside. Ball one. His next two
pitches were strikes, and just like
that, O’Brien was ahead in the count
of the first hitter he faced.

He delivered two more pitches to
the batter before finally hitting his
mark, delivering a pitch on the outside corner that was swung on and
missed. It was his first strikeout as
a starter — and it set the tone for
the day.
In his debut, he finished his day
on the mound with seven strikeouts over 4.1 innings, allowing only
three hits and one earned run.
“It was a lot of fun,” O’Brien said.
“I worked really hard for it, but I
wouldn’t have been able to do it
if it weren’t for the team behind
me. They made a lot of good plays
behind me and just helped me.”
O’Brien attended Maiden High
School in North Carolina, where
he recorded three no-hitters. As a
senior, he was named to the All-State
team and posted an 8-1 record with
a 1.11 ERA. Yet coming out of high
school, he was the No. 35 player for
the state, according to Perfect Game.
Since getting to UNC in the
spring, his head coach Mike Fox says
no one has worked harder than him.
“That kid really works,” Fox said.

“He’s usually the first one in the
gym and the last one to leave.”
He commands a three-pitch
arsenal to get batters out, relying on a fastball, changeup and
curveball. His fastball topped out
at just 86 miles per hour, meaning
O’Brien has to rely on his deceptive
delivery and his pinpoint control to
overpower opponents.
“He works his butt off day in
and day out and it shows on the
field,” said Michael Busch, who hit
his second home run of the season
in the loss. “His past few outings
in preseason were tremendous.
Probably some of the best we’ve
had from any of our pitchers and
he came out and showed it tonight.”
O’Brien experienced his first turbulence in the third inning. After
allowing the first two batters to reach
base, he responded like a seasoned
veteran would: by recording a strikeout on a foul tip clocked at 85 mph
and getting the next hitter to ground
out, stranding both runners to leave
the inning unscathed.
“Coaches talk a lot about being

able to show poise when you’re not
in the best situation,” O’Brien said.
“I think just channeling poise and
being able to have that in that situation helped me a lot.”
After a one-two-three fourth
inning, the lefty’s fatigue began to
show in the fifth. He left the game
with a runner on first. The runner
scored later in the inning, giving
O’Brien his one earned run on the
day.
That one blemish does not do
justice to the performance from the
first-year in his first career start.
As O’Brien walked off the
mound back to the dugout, he
received cheers from the crowd.
After watching O’Brien fool hitter
after hitter, it felt like the Tar Heels
had found a weekday starter — one
of the few missing pieces from last
year’s talented 49-14 team.
“He’s only going to get better,”
Fox said. “We had other options,
and it tells you the confidence we
had in him as a coaching staff, and
I think his teammates did as well.”
sports@dailytarheel.com

Q&A with Savannah Putnam, the incoming SBP
What does the newly
elected SBP hope to
accomplish?
Junior Savannah Putnam was
recently elected as the Student
Body President of UNC. While she
hasn’t taken office yet, the transistion of power takes place later this
semester, senior writer Preston
Lennon sat down with Putnam
to talk about her plans for the
coming year and how she hopes to
change UNC student government.
The Daily Tar Heel: You used the phrase
“Feasible and Attainable” often
during the campaign. How did the
meaning of that phrase change after
the election for you?
Savannah Putnam: Our platform is
built around the ideas of feasible and
attainable.
And then those feasible and
attainable goals will then translate
into how our administration operates.
Also we have some things called
reach goals. Hopefully we’ll be able
to plant the seeds here with those

Finding a
balance in
financial aid

for after our term.
DTH: What are some of the flaws you’ve
seen in the student government’s ability to fulfill its role for the student body,
and how can you make it more representative of the student voice?
SP: Student government is really
disconnected with the student
body.
In order to create a transparent administration, we should be
responsible for what the student
body holds most valuable.
They don’t have feedback mechanisms. There’s nothing that tells the
administration how good of a job
they’re doing, so they can correctly
adapt policy changes to what the
students need.
Student government encapsulates a lot of campus problems and
campus ideas, so in order to fix
those, we need to break down the
structure a little bit.
So in particular, the student safety
and wellness committee tackles two
major issues on college campuses,
one being mental health and the
other being sexual assault.
I want to break down that structure and implement task forces

DTH FILE/JANET AYALA
UNC junior Savannah Putnam reacts to winning the 2018 UNC Student Body
President Election on Feb. 13, 2018.

to first get more involvement in
student government, secondly to
give that Student Safety & Wellness
Committee support for projects
they are working on.
Thirdly, I really want to have student government voices sitting in
on student organizations, to make
sure our administration is being as
reactive to the student body as it

can be.
DTH: You talked in the campaign
about Counseling and Psychological
Services’ inability to serve its designated role.
Given the powers of your office,
what projects and reform do you

SEE Q&A, PAGE 5

If different was a superpower, we’d be so flawless.
ADDISON, “Z-O-M-B-I-E-S”

Students relying on aid are calling
for transparency about the process the
University uses to calculate the average
student cost.
After a recent email sent to the
entire student body, The Office of
Scholarships and Student Aid said the
average cost of attending the University
has decreased, based on information
the Office has received from a survey.
This decrease in cost will result in
a decrease in the potential amount of
financial aid given, and students who rely
on aid fear these future implications.
The University has sought to maintain a constant tuition over the past few
years, said Eric Johnson, assistant director of policy & communications for The
Office of Scholarships and Student Aid.
Every few years, the University
completes a survey to reassess the
average costs for a student to attend
the University for one year. This figure
includes tuition and fees, books and
supplies, room and board, transportation and miscellaneous expenses. The
federal government will list this cost
alongside information such as graduation rate and salary after attending.
However, especially with the recent
decrease in estimated costs of attendance, students on forms of financial aid
such as the Carolina Covenant receive
less money in their financial aid returns,
even as the costs associated with living
in Chapel Hill continue to rise with the
local economy. One of the effects of this
decrease in estimate costs is the cut of
automatic funding for health insurance.
According to Johnson, students who
rely on University health insurance only
need to fill out a form of request, and
the Office will honor these requests.
Brittany Becker, a recipient of the
Carolina Covenant scholarship, was
concerned with filling out this form
after she has been billed.
“To then gamble on a form after I’ve
already been billed for something I
can’t afford is up in the air,” Becker said.
The University must strike a balance when determining this cost, said
Johnson. The Office yearly conflicts
with the desire to pick a cost high
enough to accommodate low-resource
students, while being cautious about
setting the estimate too high that the
number would increase student debt.
“There’s always this tension of wanting to pick a number that’s high enough
to accommodate students who come
in with very few resources and need a
tremendous amount of financial aid to
make college feasible,” said Johnson,
“while also not setting a number that’s
so high that it makes our costs look
unreasonable and can inflate borrowing. We don’t want people borrowing a
lot of money for costs that may or may
not be real for their circumstances.”
Jamie Ramos, another Carolina
Covenant scholar, struggles to balance
budgeting her own expenses, sending
money home to her family and paying
for the debt she has accumulated from
off-campus doctor’s office visits.
Ramos is frustrated by the lack of visibility about the processes by which the
University arrives at the average cost
of attendance. Ramos did not take any
survey similar to what was referenced in
the Office’s email, and she does not know
anyone who has either. After hearing
about the change of aid to be given, she
reached out to Carolina Covenant and the
Office of Scholarships and Student Aid
that day but never received a response.
“The people who are affected by this
change are from a lower socioeconomic
background, or they don’t have parents
who can cover them,” said Becker. “So
it’s like you’re disenfranchising the
already most vulnerable population on
campus.”
The Office wants to help students,
Johnson said, but the question of considering the long term disadvantages of
student debt and short term benefits of
student aid remains a difficult decision
for the University.
university@dailytarheel.com
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T

his fair will

pull together

a variety of campus
leaders and student
organizations
to ensure that
we create a
truly diverse
event. Employers
representing nonprofits, for-profits
and governmental
organizations will be
attending this event.
Bring multiple copies of your resume • Professional Attire is recommended.
This event is open to UNC-Chapel Hill students only.

To view and research
the list of the
organizations to be
represented, visit

bit.ly/DIV18.

Wednesday, February 21
3:00-6:00pm
Great Hall, Student Union

Come meet employers
that are hiring for full-time
positions and internships
locally and nationwide.
View participating
organizations that
will be represented at
bit.ly/UNCSpring18.

Thursday, Feb. 22
12:00-4:00pm
Ram’s Head
Recreation Center
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Staff Writer

Despite numerous praises
that UNC’s diversity is remarkable and deserving of awards,
such as the Higher Education
Excellence in Diversity Award
from “INSIGHT into Diversity,”
its faculty is still over 75 percent white.
For the total population of
9,021 faculty members, 16.8
percent report being nonwhite, while 7.4 percent do
not disclose their race.
Across departments, these
numbers waver greatly. At
Kenan-Flagler Business
School, Professor Larry
Chavis is one of two underrepresented minority faculty
members. Chavis is a member
of the Lumbee Tribe Of North
Carolina and the director of
American Indian Center.
“There’s me and one
African-American professor
out of well over 100 faculty. In
the business school, it seems
rather dire,” Chavis said. “It’s
often quoted that it’s a pipeline project and that we’d hire
more if we could find them,
but I don’t think that’s exactly
true. A lot of hiring comes
through our own individual’s
networks and what kind of
research are we interested in.
We are not tapping into those
research areas that will have
more minorities, like research
on diversity.”

At the Carolina
Postdoctoral Program for
Faculty Diversity, director
Sibby Anderson Thompkins is
working to prepare underrepresented minorities for faculty positions and tenure possibilities across disciplines.
“Many programs around
the country have used us as a
model for upstream recruitment and we serve as a model
for how to transition postdocs effectively to faculty,”
Thompkins said.
Upstream recruitment
works to identify potential
candidates early and develop
relationships between faculty
and candidates in order to provide prospective employment
opportunities after the twoyear fellowship is completed.
Although program alumni
have scattered to 46 universities nationwide, Thompkins
is pushing to keep postdocs
within the program at UNC.
Despite the traditional
assumption that postdocs
continue their research at
other universities, Thompkins
encourages UNC departments to keep hiring pathways clear for postdocs within
CPPFD so they are aware of
the opportunities to continue
research at UNC.
“Nationally, we’re starting
to have conversations about
leveraging the postdocs and
retaining the talent we are
developing,” Thompkins said.
“Once a postdoc has been
here two or three years, faculty know them, departments
know them and they’re in a
good place in their research.
So instead of starting over

PHOTO COURTESY OF SIBBY THOMPKINS
From left to right: Erika Serrato, Katrina Ellis, Kathryn Desplanque and Brian Hsu pose for a portrait.

somewhere else, they can hit
the ground running because
they already have been acclimated to the setting and they
can achieve more in a shorter
period of time.”
The aim to drive more
diversity into the faculty at
UNC is credited to the diverse
student population. Both
Thompkins and Chavis spoke
about the importance of students being able to envision
themselves as the professors
who teach them.
First-year Alec White is
taking business classes at
Kenan-Flagler to prepare
for the school’s competitive
application process and has
noticed the lack of faculty
diversity.

Staff Writer

Rows of current and
soon-to-be actors, writers
and producers restlessly face
the front of the classroom in
the Joan H. Gillings Center
for Dramatic Art. Chit-chat
echoes on the high ceilings
until something makes it
abruptly come to silence.
It’s laughter.
But not just any laughter.
It’s the laughter of Hollywood
producer, Glendon Palmer.
He walks to the chair awaiting him at the front of the
room. On his right side, assistant professor of dramatic art
Samuel Ray Gates jokingly
refuses to introduce Palmer.
“Guys, we’ve been friends
since high school,” Palmer
explains, laughing again.
His chuckling continued to
light up the mood for the rest
of the afternoon as he shared
his advice on and experiences
from producing films like
“Southside with You,” and
“Jumping the Broom.”
While Palmer’s jubilance
and jokes are what lit up the
conversation in the room, it
was his ability to be personable and honest about the
realities and hardships of the
film and TV industry that really made an impact. Especially
when the business pushes one
to feed off the validation of

believes there will be full
classrooms regardless, so
there is no market pressure
to hire diverse faculty. The
conversation among business school faculty of hiring
underrepresented minorities
is present, but Chavis has
seen little action.
“It does require faculty at
UNC to make significant effort
to network and to reach out,”
Thompkins said. “Individual
school departments shouldn’t
have to do this, but the reality is, when you’re a southern
institution that has a history
of being in a place that is not
culturally welcoming, there
are extra efforts and steps you
need to take.”
university@dailytarheel.com

The university’s
president responded
to the NCAA.

Film producer Glendon
Palmer speaks to film students
By Hannah Lee

“The only people I’ve
seen at the business school
in terms of professors are
predominately white,” White
said. “People naturally want
to associate with those of the
same race and specifically the
same backgrounds they come
from.”
Chavis believes if students
cannot envision themselves as
faculty, they will not pursue
Ph.D. programs within the
business field. He attends a
conference every other year
to recruit minority candidates, but in the 11 years he
has worked at Kenan-Flagler,
only one other minority faculty member has been hired
and was recently let go.
At Kenan-Flagler, Chavis
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Diversifying University faculty
Out of over 9,000
faculty members, 75
percent are white.
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others, it can sometimes be
difficult to keep an even keel.
“You have to enjoy what
you’re doing,” Palmer said.
“When I was unemployed and
trying to create my own material as a producer, it was more
difficult. It’s much easier
having a paycheck running
against walls than not having
a paycheck running against
walls. You have really have to
believe in what you do.”
He revealed that acting
and writing are just as hard
as producing, if not equally as
hard, especially since acting
puts such a large emphasis
on personal appearances. For
example, Palmer explained
how an actor can have all the
talent but not the looks.
Gates, who is also an actor,
often helped release that
tension by smirking at the
audience and teasing Palmer
that he’s more likely to hire
his actors from London —
referencing how Palmer cast
a British actor that he had
never even met.
“We’ve known each other
for a long time and I’m familiar with his work, so it’s a personal relationship,” Gates said.
“We laugh and joke and such,
but he’s also been a mentor of
such because he got into the
business before I did.”
Watching the bantering
between Palmer and Gates,
students felt inclined to ask

questions. Palmer’s genuine
connection with Gates and
meaningful responses about
his personal mistakes made
everyone in the room feel
comfortable.
Senior Drew Vollmer was
one of many students who
felt confident to address his
own personal concerns by
asking what to do when you
don’t succeed in the industry.
Vollmer said he appreciated
the producer’s response.
“He’s really candid and
honest,” Vollmer said. “He
wasn’t sugarcoating anything
about what to expect in the
entertainment business. I
liked when he talked about
how to cope with failure. That
one really hit home with me.”
Gates, who also hosted the
event, wanted to give students
like Vollmer the opportunity to
talk with working professionals
like Palmer and get a taste of
what it is like to work in film
and television. He hopes that
this talk and future ones will
give students the desire to pursue the entertainment industry
wherever they are.
“It would be great for them
if they could get their feet wet
right here and then not have
to go to New York or L.A.,”
Gates said. “There’s nothing
wrong with those places, but
if you can do it right in your
own backyard, why not?”
arts@dailytarheel.com

PHOTO COURTESY OF MAX FAULKNER
John Jenkins, president of Notre Dame, is shown at a news conference on Monday, Nov. 29, 2010, in Forth Worth, Texas.

FREE PUBLIC LECTURE

On Orientalist Genealogies:

The Split Arab/Jew Figure Revisited

This lecture will offer a genealogical reading of the gradual splitting of
the once-linked Semitic figure into “Arab” and “Jew” and its
ramifications for contemporary discourses about Jews and Muslims.
Examining the shifting Orientalist imaginary in the wake of the
Enlightenment and colonialism, the lecture traces contemporary
assumptions about a longstanding Arab / Jewish divide — and the
ambiguous position of the Arab-Jew within it — back to crucial shifts
in 19th century representation, thus providing an historical lens which
Additional events
can help illuminate contemporary postcolonial tensions. Professor
with Dr. Shohat
are planned for Ella Shohat teaches at the departments of Art & Public Policy and
UNC graduate Middle Eastern & Islamic Studies at New York University.
students and
faculty. Visit us
online for details:

jewishstudies.unc.edu

March 1, 2018 / 7:00 p.m.
UNC William and Ida Friday Center
Free and open to the public. No tickets or reservations required. No reserved seats.

RUTH VON BERNUTH
DIRECTOR

PETTIGREW HALL, SUITE 100
CAMPUS BOX 3152
CHAPEL HILL, NC 27599-3152

P: 919-962-1509
E: JEWISHSTUDIES@UNC.EDU
W: JEWISHSTUDIES.UNC.EDU
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Excerpt: The end of the Dixie Classic
Editor’s note: In celebration of The Daily Tar Heel’s
125th birthday, we are running excerpts from “Print
News and Raise Hell” by
Kenneth Joel Zogry. Books
can be purchased via UNC
Press.
The Dixie Classic was
a basketball tournament
played a few days after
Christmas every year from
1949 to 1960 at Reynolds
Coliseum on the campus
of North Carolina State
College in Raleigh. Created
by legendary State head
basketball coach Everett
Case, the invitational tournament pitted the four leading North Carolina college
teams—UNC, State, Wake
Forest, and Duke—against
four of the best teams from
other conferences around
the country. In the era
before the NCAA Final Four,
the Dixie Classic quickly
became one of the biggest
college tournaments nationally, bringing in tens of
thousands of dollars (large
amounts in those days),
mainly to State’s athletic
fund. It also quickly became
a source of pride for alumni
of the host schools, particularly N.C. State. But the
tournament had surprising
detractors as well. In a
1957 interview with the
DTH, UNC head coach
Frank McGuire went on
record advocating the end
of the Classic, referring to it
as “a $60,000 slot machine,”
and suggesting instead a
round- robin-style tournament restricted to Atlantic
Coast Conference teams. As
events unfolded, McGuire’s
allusion to gambling proved
to be right on the money.
What came to be called
the Dixie Classic scandal
was actually the culmination of a series of events that
began in September of 1960,
though the incidents did not
become public until the
first half of 1961. In early
January the Daily Tar Heel
reported that an NCAA
investigation into basketball recruiting irregularities
at UNC had resulted in a
one-year probation, which

the paper supported. In
February, two UNC basketball players were suspended
by the ACC for fighting with
Duke team members during a game. But the real
trouble began in March,
when details emerged about
players on the Seton Hall
team taking bribes to throw
games. That led to
a wider NCAA investigation, and the UNC community was shocked to learn
in late April that a former
reserve player, Lou Brown,
was indicted on charges of
trying to bribe current team
members, bringing the burgeoning national scandal
onto the Carolina campus.
Apparently the previous fall
Brown had approached star
UNC forward Doug Moe
about a scheme to “point
shave,” which involved
purposefully missing shots
and allowing the opposing
team to score, thus throwing the game or reducing
the point spread. Funded by
professional gamblers often
attached to the criminal
underworld, point shaving
was a means of controlling
the outcome and increasing
bookie winnings on illegally
placed bets. Moe accepted
a “softening-up” gift of $75
to fly to New York to meet
professional gambler Aaron
Wagman, then thought
better of it. As the scandal
unfolded, it was reported
that certain players on other
teams had accepted up to
$2,500 to throw a particular
game, including two N.C.
State players who threw a
game with UNC in March
1961. The revelation of the
involvement of professional
gamblers linked to the criminal underworld marked a
new low in the long history
of pitfalls related to big-time
intercollegiate athletics.
Recently elected DTH editor
Wayne King followed in the
footsteps of his predecessors
by condemning the evils and
corruption that came with
semiprofessional sports. He
did not mince words about
the whole rotten mess and
who was to blame—not only
Aaron Wagman, then widely

ter, and then blasting the
situation as mishandled: “It
has become readily evident
. . . that student government is trusted only to the
extent that the administration deems sufficient.” He
concluded, however, that the
Moe case might have certain
“good effects,” as “never, that
we can remember, have students been as interested in
the intricacies and problems
of the Honor System.”
In early May, Lou Brown
and another former basketball player, Jim Donohue,
stole a penny chewing-gum
machine from a hospital in
Wilmington. It was unrelated to the point-shaving
scandal, but now UNC varsity athletes were branded
as common criminals. King
responded with a powerful
editorial entitled “Athletics:
The Fly in the Academic
Ointment.” “Everyone seems
to be unwilling to admit that
the whole tenor of big-time
athletics is little better than
rotten,” King wrote. “Athletes
who are average scholastically and morally are pointed
to as proof that big-time
college athletics are great.
But these examples are only
pointed out because they are
rare.” “Why,” King asked, “are
coaches supposed to be good
coaches only because they
win, and not because they
put out teams that are above
reproach as men? Why does
this University pour fantastic
sums of money into an athletic program that is geared
only to winning?” Summing
up the situation, the editor
concluded: “All the storm of
controversy, all the slaps that
this university has received
because of it, will come to
nothing if they do not serve
to make athletics subordinate to academics and popular opinion subordinate to
honest evaluation.”
As sordid as details of bribery and point shaving were—
three N.C. State players were
indicted for these violations
in early May—the next revelation of the scandal horrified
even the most ardent supporters of big-time athletics.
On May 13, commence-

PHOTO COURTESY OF UNC PRESS AND KENNETH ZOGRY
The Dixie Classic, a popular basketball tournament, came to an
end after Bill Friday heard mobsters were interfering with games.

ment day at UNC, President
William Friday was informed
that after one of the Dixie
Classic games the previous
December, purported mobsters appeared in the locker
room and shoved guns into
the stomachs of certain players who had not performed
as they had been paid to do.
In the wake of this stunning
news, Wayne King’s words
became even stronger: “It is
this glorification of athletics
beyond reason that is at the
root of the current basketball
scandals which have been so
disastrously linked with the
greater University. . . . The
time has come for the Greater
University to pull athletics
down from its ill-ascended
pedestal and replace it with
scholarship.” Reform of
the athletic program, King
argued, would “require
administrative courage.”
Threats against the lives of
players and the involvement
of the criminal underworld
marked the breaking point
for President Friday, who had
learned invaluable lessons
from the previous athletic
scandals that accompanied
his first year in office, and his
inability to control the situation. He appeared before
the consolidated university’s
board and announced new
procedures and imposed
strict penalties—including
indefinite suspension of
the Dixie Classic tournament. Fallout was intense;
N.C. State and UNC alumni
screamed and threatened to
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identified by the investigation as the mastermind of
the scheme, but alumni:
Some of the [players]
who took bribes emerged
from dirt-poor homes and
rode to the crest of fame
through their athletic
prowess-to-be shoved back
into that selfsame dirt . .
. But perhaps the greatest
contributors to the scandal
will go unpunished. They
will be the most shocked of
all at the filthy affair, shaking their heads at the whole
matter and dismissing it
with a pious air of aloofness. Yet they have created
the atmosphere on which
the Wagmans capitalize . .
. [An alumnus] who slips
an athlete a sum of money
to get him to attend a certain school—thus treating
him like an animal that can
be bought and sold—is as
reprehensible as Wagman.
Corrupting athletes was
business with Wagman. . . .
With the alumni it is a hobby—a hobby that is no less
dangerous because it stems
from school spirit.
At first the administration
allowed the Men’s Honor
Council, part of the school’s
vaunted self- policing honor
code system, to determine
Doug Moe’s fate. After the
council decided not to discipline Moe (as he ultimately
rejected the large bribes to
throw games), Chancellor
William Aycock suspended
him, citing information that
had not been made public.
In what was the first student demonstration of the
1960s at UNC, 300 students
marched across campus in
protest of the suspension.
Aycock invited the angry
students to talk with him
in a hastily arranged forum
in Gerrard Hall, which led
to a raucous session that
lasted until 2:30 in the
morning, but ended with
Aycock convincing most of
the protesters of his position
and receiving an ovation.
Wayne King jumped into
the fracas, first writing an
editorial praising the administration for allowing the
students to handle the mat-
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remove the president, who
successfully fought back
detractors. Coaches Everett
Case and Frank McGuire,
however, both left their
respective schools shortly
after the scandal.
Friday’s rulings came a
few days after the end of the
spring semester and were
not covered in the Daily Tar
Heel; however, editorials in
support of the president’s
actions appeared over the
ensuing two years as various
efforts were made by alumni
to resurrect the Dixie Classic.
Certainly the policies and
self-policing that Friday
instituted in 1961 helped
keep the worst of the athletic
abuses under control at UNC
for half a century. The Daily
Tar Heel’s crusade against
the evils of big-time sports at
UNC joined a list of important causes the paper championed over the decades,
from the elimination of hazing in the first decade of the
twentieth century through
various battles over freedom
of speech at the university,
to the fight for desegregation
and civil rights for African
Americans in the post–World
War II era.
From PRINT NEWS
AND RAISE HELL: THE
DAILY TAR HEEL AND
THE EVOLUTION OF A
MODERN UNIVERSITY.
Copyright © 2018 by
Kenneth Joel Zogry. Used by
permission of the University
of North Carolina Press.
www.uncpress.org
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For Rent

Help Wanted

STONECROPAPARTMENTS.Walktocampus, downtown, affordable 2, 3, or 4BR
w/4BA.Rentincludesallutilities,parking
in garage, WiFi, W/D, huge kitchen, rec
room,securityentrancewithelevator.Call
919-968-7226,rentals@millhouseproperties.com.

SUMMER STAFF The Duke Faculty Club
is seeking motivated, energetic, and
dependablecampdirectors,counselors,
swim coaches, and life guards for summer 2018. Great pay and fantastic work
environment!Gotofacultyclub.duke.edu
for details.

For Sale
“DROMGOOLE,TWICE-MURDERED.”First
full-length book about Gimghoul Castle
legend. By E. T. Malone Jr. Literary LanternPress.Moreinformation,purchaseat
www.malonesmaps.com252-257-3542.
Available locally at Flyleaf Books.

Help Wanted
HELP WANTED Construction company
workingatUNCneedingsomeextrahelp.
$11/hr Flexible day hours. Call Jeff 402618-7439
10AM DOGS WALKER2mediumdogs,
northern chapel hill. flexible days.
email:northchapelhillmom@gmail.com

NURSE OR STUDENT NURSE wanted a
couple of hours/day for recovering patientaftermajorsurgery.12minutesfrom
campus by car. Please email availability:
simons.house1@gmail.com

Start a rewarding and
fulfilling career and earn
extra money!

We have positions available
immediately, no experience
necessary- you just need to be
excited about coming to work and
helping others! This position is
great for anyone looking for Parttime work! Build a relationship
with unique, interesting
individuals! Various shifts
available! Entry-level
pay starting up to $11
per hour. To apply visit
us at jobs.rsi-nc.org

HOROSCOPES

If February 21st is Your Birthday...

Holiday Help
CHAPEL HILL FLORIST is hiring delivery
drivers for Valentine’s Day. Must have
cleanlicenseandownvehicle.Callorstop
by 200 West Franklin 919-929-2903

NEWMAN
CATHOLIC STUDENT
CENTERCENTER
NEWMAN
CATHOLIC
STUDENT

MASS SCHEDULEMASS
DURING SCHEDULE
LENT
ASH
WEDNESDAY
Services

TORNADO CRUZ TREE SERVICE18years
of experience, free estimates. 919-9515691 Insured

Travel/Vacation

Your influence and professional stature blossom
thisyear.Methodicallyplanandstrategize.Prepare
to provide a powerful personal performance this
spring. Physical practices grow your energy and
inspire your work this summer before a mutual
attractiondevelopsintopartnership.Passionisyour
golden key.

To get the advantage, check the day's rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.

February
14,5:152018
Saturday Vigil:
pm

Sunday: 9:00 am, 11:00 am, 7:00 pm

Masses with Ash Distribution
BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK
$189 for 5 DAYS. All prices include:
Round trip luxury party cruise, accomMonday,
Wednesday
& Friday:
5:00 pm
7:00 am
– Newman
Church
modations on the island at your choice
of 10 resorts. Appalachia Travel. www.
Tuesday
& Thursday:
12:30 pm Union
BahamaSun.com, 800-867-5018. 12:15 pm
– Great
Hall, Carolina
5:00 pm – Newman Church
Eucharistic Adoration after Monday and
7:00
pmMass
– Newman
Thursday
in the ActivityChurch
Center

Aries (March 21-April 19)
Today is a 6 -- Review your priorities, and adjustupcomingplans.File,sortandorganize.
Controlspendingimpulses.Slowdown,and
give yourself permission to daydream.

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Today is a 9 -- Surrender to love and it
deepensaftertheAquariusEclipse,growing
oversixmonths.Exerciseenergizesyou.Find
great music, and dance with an angel.

Taurus (April 20-May 20)
Today is a 9 -- Transform your career over
six months, with this Aquarius Eclipse. Let
your friends know what you’re up to today
and tomorrow. Self-discipline plus passion
equals success.

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Today is a 7 -- Relax and enjoy home comforts with family and friends for a few days.
The Aquarius Eclipse initiates a six-month
domestic renewal phase. Get cozy.

Gemini (May 21-June 20)
Today is an 8 -- Discover new possibilities
for academic growth and development.
Explore new educational terrain over the
next six months, inspired by this Aquarius
Eclipse. Career prospects sparkle.
Cancer (June 21-July 22)
Today is a 9 -- Profits abound over six
months, with this Aquarius Eclipse. Your
wanderlust is getting worse. Plan or take
a trip, conference or class today and
tomorrow.

During the season of Lent, we will add a daily Mass on
Stations of the Cross Friday: 5:45 pm
Monday at 5:00 pm, Eucharistic Adoration after Monday
22)
and Thursday Mass in the Activity Center, and LeoToday(Julyis an23-Aug.
8 -- Your collaboration reaches
heights over the next six months,
influenced by this Aquarius Eclipse. Make
218 Pittsboro
(across
The Carolina
Inn)pm. new
Stations
of theStreet
Cross
onfrom
Fridays
at 5:45
financialdecisionstogetherthroughtomorrow. You’re in tune.

RECYCLE ME PLEASE!

QUESTIONS? 962-0252

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Today is an 8 -- Partnership gets results todayandtomorrow.Freshinspirationsurges
into your work, fitness and health, with the
Aquarius Eclipse. The fun gets you moving.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is a 7 -- Prepare your home for
entertaining today and tomorrow. Your
audience grows over the next six months
after the Aquarius Eclipse. Share, connect
and network.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today is a 9 -- Begin a lucrative six-month
phase with yesterday’s Eclipse. You know
what to say today and tomorrow. Listen to
others and get your message out.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Today is a 9 -- Keep your objective in mind.
Todayandtomorrowgetprofitable.Pushyour
personalboundariesforsixmonths,withthe
Solar Eclipse in your sign.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
Today is a 7 -- Spiritual, intellectual and
emotional growth comes naturally over the
next six months after yesterday’s Aquarius
Eclipse. Envision the future you want. You’re
a powerful force.
(c) 2016 TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES, INC.
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and inclusion (D&I) services
delivered by its 17 schools.
The state legislature
wanted to know the return on
investment for EO and D&I
and whether they could make
all 17 UNC-system schools fall
under a centralized model.
The results of the study,
conducted by UNC-hired
Conduent HR Consulting,
were presented to the BOG’s
Personnel and Tenure
Committee.
According to board member Marty Kotis, the committee was only asked to accept
the findings of the study, and
they did. Kotis said one of the
primary goals of the board is
to make college affordable,
which he said many of them
felt they had slipped away
from.
“There’s not many things,
I think in the system right
now, that are completely efficient because we still operate
as 17 silos sometimes,” Kotis
said.

What the study found
The study reported 198 EO
and D&I institution-specific
policies and 11 system-wide
policies. UNC-CH had 34 –
the highest number of institution-specific policies.
The study also reported
527 institution-specific programs, such as workshops,
trainings and events like
Hall’s Beyond Carolina. UNCCH institution-specific programs totaled 43.
According to the study, six

Q&A
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plan on implementing during
your term to change the way
this campus addresses mental
health?
SP: I met with the director
today, along with the director
of Student Safety & Wellness
and the director of Campus
Health.
What we talked about was
using our political advocacy on
behalf of the University constituency — basically going to
the North Carolina legislature
as a student voice and advocat-

schools follow a centralized
model – meaning one person
oversees both offices. This
includes UNC-CH and N.C.
State University.
Hall said the set-up of
D&I works perfectly for her,
allowing for collaboration
and assistance among her
administrative teams, which
are headed by two full-time
faculty members in D&I.
This finding helped figure
out if putting all 17 schools
under a centralized model
would be possible and costeffective.
The study said there are
limited advantages to a uniform adoption of the model.
The study reported the
institutions that moved from
decentralized to centralized
reported no immediate cost
savings. The report found
most schools agreed increasing coordination and communication between EO and
D&I would improve efficiency
and effectiveness.

Effects at UNC-CH
Already operating under
a centralized model, UNCCH would not undergo any
drastic change if the system
centralizes offices in its institutions. UNC-CH’s programs
would only be affected by
state budget changes.
Kotis said it would be
preferable to find funding
from private sources, rather
than allow costs to fall on
students.
Beyond Carolina’s annual
Etiquette Dinner is funded
by the state and has featured
speakers, head shots and
ing on behalf of more mental
health funding.
They are very understaffed
and underfunded, especially for the amount of people
they’re taking in.
There is a 200 percent
increase in the students that
they’re seeing within the past
two years.
The resources aren’t fully
developed. It’s incredibly
important to look at student
fees for CAPS in particular.
Cross-campus infrastructure
is extremely important to the
well-being of an organization.
DTH: Elizabeth Adkins served as
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networking training. In the
study’s detailed cost analysis,
the dinner alone was listed
as having received $2,200 of
state funding out of its total
cost of almost $19,000.
“If you stop funding our
programs, you stop letting us
be able to reach out to these
other students in high school
who don’t know about college, who don’t know about
Carolina, who don’t know
about diversity programs at
Carolina,” Hall said. “So it’s
kind of taking away diversity
from the school.”

Next steps
The study presented
seven recommendations for
improvement including creating a system-wide webpage
of EO and D&I resources and
implementing better datacollection.
Kotis said many BOG
members, coming from private sector backgrounds, are
accustomed to measurable
metrics. As a system, he said,
they want to look at efficiencies and economies of scale.
“I would assume if we’re
going to spend a few million
dollars that we’d have an idea
of what success looks like versus failure,” Kotis said.
Kotis said the report was
only a first step in explaining
what’s going on.
He said the board intends
to pursue the study’s recommendations. The report was
approved by the committee
and will move to full-board
discussion March 23.
@emilykdavis1
state@dailytarheel.com
a ‘guinea pig’ for a merged government, but what challenges
do you expect being an undergraduate student representing
graduates as well?
SP: What I emphasized with
(GPSF President) Madelyn Percy
was the need to streamline
communication.
Elizabeth put stepping
stones in place, but I think they
can be improved. Ultimately,
something that would be more
beneficial is to have a larger
graduate student voice on
campus.
@prestonlennon
university@dailytarheel.com

BIRD FLU
VACCINE STUDY
Healthy adults may be eligible to
participate in a research study evaluating
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different strengths of a vaccine against

Making film
Complete the grid
so each row, column
and 3-by-3 box (in
bold borders) contains
every digit 1 to 9.

the H7N9 strain of bird flu. The
vaccine will be given either alone or in

Solution to
last puzzle

combination with a substance known
as an adjuvant that helps stimulate

• A healthy adult over the
age of 19
• Available for 12 study
visits (7 clinic visits and 5
telephone visits) over a 14
month period
• Not allergic to eggs
Please call 919-613-6244
for more information
Pro00087592

Airplane!
Why might the historic
Horrace Williams Airport
close? Visit our website for
the story.

Baseball is back in
Chapel Hill. Visit @dthsports for our season coverage.

is provided for time and travel for
for this study if you are:

A real time film producer
spoke to film students at
UNC. Check out pg. 3 for
full story.

Sports! Sports!

the immune system. Compensation
completed visits. You may be eligible

Caden O’Brien thrived
in his first career start for
UNC baseball. See front for
story.

Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle
Across
1 Bun or beehive
7 Faux __: social goof
10 Keep __: persevere
14 Free from stress by
heating, as metal
15 Theater chain
initials
16 Golfer’s mulligan,
e.g.
17 Tendency to explode
in anger
19 Banjo ridge
20 Surrounded by
21 Rushed toward
23 Genetic letters
24 Scottish denial
25 Demons and such
28 Graduates
30 Deem necessary
31 Performing
35 Issue a ticket to
36 Cover for mysterious
doings
40 Surprise “from the
blue”
41 Sharpshooters’
aiming devices
42 Top squads
45 Media
revenue source
49 Blue jeans
pioneer
53 Roman
goddess of
peace
54 Wash.
neighbor
55 Needles
56 Beaujolais or
Burgundy
57 Red __: spicy
candies
59 Real-time
media transfer
62 “The
Mammoth

Hunters” novelist
Jean
63 Dictator Amin
64 Rain or snow, briefly
65 Wee
66 Broadband option,
briefly
67 Most elegant
Down
1 “Our Man in __”:
Graham Greene
novel set in Cuba
2 Creature
3 Instead (of)
4 Film critic Rex
5 “Who __?”: New
Orleans Saints fans’
chant
6 Spanish cheer
7 Like a visit from the
Bishop of Rome
8 Congregational
replies
9 Paper bits for collages
10 Response to
“Speak!”
11 Wonderful
12 Modern theft target

13 How food may be
seasoned
18 Med. scan
22 Even score
25 Ltr. insert
26 Corleone family
head
27 School break
29 Rum cocktail
32 “No __, ands or
buts!”
33 White House
foreign policy gp.
34 Old Prizm
automaker
36 Removed from
office via election
37 Lifts
38 Taxpayer ID users
39 56-Across choices

(C)2012 Tribune Media
Services, Inc.
All rights reserved.

40 Bloody Mary’s solo
43 Chinese food
additive
44 Unemotional
46 Separately
47 Island verandas
48 Not subject to jury
duty, say
50 Fridge forays
51 Analgesic brand
52 Put to work
56 Birdhouse singer
58 Furtive
60 Sunscreen letters
61 Prefix with cycle
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EDITORIAL CARTOON By Emily Yue, emyue@live.unc.edu

QUOTE OF THE DAY
“Our platform is built around the ideas of feasible and attainable.”
Savannah Putnam, on her goals as incoming student body president

FEATURED ONLINE READER COMMENT
“Snowflakes with a totalitarian, group think
mindset.”

Kirk Kovach
Moderately Annoyed

jimt5367, on outrage against Tucker Carlson speaking on campus

Senior political science and communications major from Salisbury.
Email: kovachj@live.unc.edu

LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR

The
student
voice
roars

W

NEXT

henever the country
reels momentarily
from a mass shooting, reform-minded portions
of the country waits with bated
breath. “This time things
will be different,” they think.
“Something will change.” On
the heels of the most recent
massacre in Parkland, Fla.,
maybe something finally will.
Students are joining the
gun-control discussion at a
rate unparalleled to recent
tragedies. Survivors from
Parkland have come out on
television and, through written
pieces, plead with lawmakers
to do something. Other students are taking notice.
I first noticed the flurry of
activism from Andrew Brennen,
a student here at UNC.
“From Vietnam to mass
shootings. Student movements
throughout history have nearly
always organized in response
to violence. This moment is no
different,” Brennen wrote.
I agree. Older politicians may
be the ones writing legislation,
but young people are activating
in ways we have not seen since
Obama won his first election.
Students are the voice of
the future. Although those in
Parkland cannot yet vote, they
can lift their voices in opposition to the laws in place. Ben
Shapiro, of course, despises
this suggestion.
Regarding young people
and their political involvement, Shapiro wrote that “the
whole reason that young people are generally less capable
of strong decision-making is
that the emotional centers of
the brain are underdeveloped
in comparison with the rational centers of the brain.”
I understand the point he’s
trying to make, but it is hard
to reconcile the idea that only
people 25 and older should be
involved in the policy-making
conversation.
Correct me if I am wrong,
but the Parkland students had
nothing to do with creating the
society in which they live —
God forbid they wish to amend
it to create an environment
where they feel safer.
It also looks bad for them
to condescendingly criticize
survivors of a massacre. As
Seth Mandel, a conservative,
tweeted, “Look, don’t tell
young people that they’re too
distracted by nonsense and not
taking their role as citizens of a
republic seriously … and then
condescend to them and ridicule them when they speak at
rallies about gun control after
their friends were murdered.”
He went on to add that “it’s
important they see the message as ‘give us the best you
got’ rather than ‘quiet kid.’”
Mandel is right: you cannot expect students to shut
up while criticizing them for
being apathetic just because
they disagree with you.
Sadly, this may be the one
thing that actually invigorates
a new generation of activists. It
would behoove the opponents
of activist policies to give young
people a fair shake, instead of
talking down to them.
“Shut up and wait your
turn” is not a winning message for anyone, especially not
the students mourning the
death of their classmates and
teachers. Little has been done
to curb mass shootings, and
maybe these students will keep
up the pressure on politicians
until that changes.
2/23: Mistress of Quirk
Evana Bodiker writes about
campus issues and culture.

Proposed B-School
fee is not shocking

OP-ED

OP-ED: Why Silent Sam
can be moved

L

ast week a video
surfaced online of
a man whaling on
Silent Sam’s face with a
hammer.
The video was apparently recorded last August,
a day after a group of
people destroyed a similar
Confederate statue up in
Durham.
Since August,
Confederate statues have
come down across the
South. But not Silent Sam.
The main reason
our statue remains,
we’ve been told, is a
law: Section 100-2.1
of the North Carolina
General Statutes,
entitled “Protection of
Monuments, Memorials,
and Works of Art.” We’ve
been told that this law
is complicated and
unclear — a knot that
only the State Historical
Commission can possibly
untangle.
That’s not true. The
law’s pretty clear, actually.
And it allows Silent Sam
to be moved.
Here, in layman’s terms,
is what the law does.
It has three pieces. The
first piece states a rule.
The second piece gives
some details about the
rule. And the third piece
mentions a couple of
situations where the rule
doesn’t apply.
It’s a little easier to follow if we take the three
pieces out of order, putting the third one second
and the second one third.
If we do that, the law goes
like this:
1. The Rule: A thing like
Silent Sam can’t be moved

without the Historical
Commission’s say-so.
2. The Rule doesn’t
apply at all (meaning
that the State Historical
Commission’s say-so is
not needed) in three situations:
a. where the thing is a
highway marker,
b. where the thing is
privately owned and its
owner has an agreement
about it with the state, or
c. where the thing is in
such dangerous shape that
a building inspector says
it poses a threat to public
safety.
3. The Rule does apply
– that is, the Historical
Commission’s say-so to
move the thing is needed –
in two situations.
a. where the thing is
standing in the way of
construction projects, or
b. where the thing
needs to be moved in
order to “preserve” the
thing.
Did you catch that last
line?
The Historical
Commission can give the
say-so to move Silent Sam
to “preserve” it.
To date, all of the conversation about Silent
Sam has oddly focused
on the wrong provision
of the law — section 2(c)
of my little outline, the
provision that says the law
doesn’t apply at all when a
building inspector says the
thing’s condition presents
a danger to the public.
That’s not our situation. Silent Sam isn’t so
tottering and decrepit
that he’s about to tumble
over and crush a passer-

by.
Instead, we find ourselves in a spot where the
statute is itself in danger.
(If you need persuading,
look again at Silent Sam
getting pummeled in that
video or at photos of the
crumpled heap of metal
up in Durham.)
Here the law is clear:
with the Historical
Commission’s say-so,
Silent Sam can be moved.
That’s what line 3(b) of
my little outline clearly
states.
I loathe what Silent
Sam stands for, but he’s
a tragically meaningful
piece of university history and should be preserved.
Yes, “preserved” – just
like the law says he can
be.
Under the law, UNC
can’t make a request
of the State Historical
Commission on its own.
The Board of Governors,
or the State or some other
political subdivision of the
State, would have to do
that.
But if and when
someone with authority
decides to protect Silent
Sam from destruction, I
hope the State Historical
Commission will see that
the law isn’t as muddy
and complex as some
say. It’s not muddy or
complex at all. It clearly
allows Silent Sam to be
moved.
By Professor Eric Muller
UNC School of Law
To submit an op-ed for
publication, please email
opinion@dailytarheel.com

EDITORIAL

Olympics and divisions
The Olympics end
this week, but
inequality continues.

T

he 2018 Winter
Olympics ends in
four days, but the
institution inequitably
dividing male and female
sports persists.
Even domestically, we
see this divide.
The Women’s U.S.
soccer team filed a federal complaint toward
U.S. Soccer for wage
discrimination in 2016.
The maximum salary for
female basketball players after at least six years
in the WNBA was only
$107,000, compared to
the NBA average salary
of $4,500,000.
Women are completely
excluded athletically
from the NFL, which
generates billions of dol-

lars in revenue each year.
Distilling the explanation
for this gender disparity
to greater viewership in
male sports compared to
female sports oversimplifies the issue.
We need to stop reiterating the myth that we
watch male-dominated
sports because men have
more physical ability or
are more entertaining.
We watch these sports
because of the institution
that has built up male
sports over the last century.
The argument that
the difference in compensation for male and
female athletes can be
attributed to “just physiology” doesn’t take into
account the complicated
history of the exclusion
of women in society or
the economic inequality
women have faced in the

workforce since forever.
A counterargument
during this Olympic season may be that female
gymnastics and figure
skating are some of the
most popular Olympics
sports in the U.S. These
sports are not watched,
however, because they
are necessarily appreciated for their intense
– often brutal – physical
demands. They are more
often viewed because
they are spectacles and
capitalize on female gender roles of elegance and
frivolous costumes.
The Olympics are an
event that consumes the
minds of almost every
country in the world.
We have to be critical
of why certain sports are
highlighted more than
others, and why we are
trained to be intrigued by
those sports.

TO THE EDITOR:
Kenan-Flagler’s serious
consideration to implement a $2,000 fee for
incoming business administration majors is both
discouraging and unsurprising.
It is unsurprising in
that the decision perfectly
follows market rationality.
Administrators roughly
calculate how much extra
money the school can
demand from students
and how many students
can pay this amount.
This logic ignores
the fact that such a fee
increase will further prohibit less wealthy students
from earning a degree in
one the university’s top
ranked undergraduate
departments.
Instead of living up to
the university’s mission
to provide a rigorous and
accessible public education, Kenan-Flagler has
opted to continue their
impulse toward selfsegregation, disconnecting
their programs and facilities from large swaths of
the student population
and perpetuating the
economic advantage of
wealthier undergraduates.
UNC students not
enrolled in business
degrees cannot even
access the McColl
Building after certain
hours.
Kenan-Flagler does
not need more money to
operate.
The school remains
inaccessible to thousands
of students but the bathrooms have the latest
Dyson airblade hand dryers.
Furthermore, as noted
in Monday’s editorial,
this is a fee increase, not
a tuition increase, meaning this financial barrier
would not even be used
for academic purposes.
The result of the
increase is not a better
education but instead
higher revenue.
It is fitting, albeit disappointing, that a business
school would act more as a
corporation than an institution dedicated to critical
knowledge and the betterment of communities.
Andrew Clark
Senior Physics and
French
Senior

Coach Roy made me
love UNC basketball
TO THE EDITOR:
How lucky we are.
In a day an age where
one and done is the mantra, no college basketball
program has more success
than we have.
I’m a UNC fan solely
because of the man on the
sidelines.
I met him long ago at
a coaches clinic when he
was at Kansas.
I was a Kansas fan then.
As aforementioned, we

are lucky.
Unlike Kentucky, and
the devil’s program literally, we are blessed to have
players to cheer for year in
and year out and be darn
good in the process.
It’s refreshing to see
my young sons cheer their
favorites like Joel Berry
and Marcus Paige for four
years. We have a program,
our competitors have a
factory.
Thus far, I’d say our
program is doing just fine.
Roy if you see this...my
boys know real men cry...
God knows I did after that
Villanova shot...and the
again after Theo tossed
the ball in the air a year
later.
From South Dakota GO HEELS!
David Steele
Forestburg, SD

Zero carbon emissions
plan reaps benefits
TO THE EDITOR:
The Feb. 4 letter
“Reversing climate change
starts with us” suggests
individual actions to combat climate change, but
the worldwide scientific
community says that individual, even statewide or
regional actions will be too
little too late to prevent
“catastrophic” climate
change.
For that we’ll need
national legislation with a
global impact.
Fortunately, we have a
proven plan for that which
will have major economic
benefits for ordinary
Americans.
Zero carbon emissions
can get us millions of new
jobs, more disposable
income every month for
every taxpayer, lower energy bills and lower taxes.
That’s been British
Columbia’s experience
since they began rebating
a steadily-escalating carbon pollution tax to every
taxpayer every month in
equal checks.
This is projected to
increase U.S. GDP over
$75 billion annually. As
the fee makes all fossil
fuels more expensive every
year, people use their
tax rebates to buy clean
energy as it gets cheaper
every year, till it’s practically free.
This plan can use market forces to make other
nations cut their emissions as much and as fast
as we do.
This is a no-brainer.
Worsening climate change
costs Americans hundreds
of billions annually.
Clean energy will save
Americans hundreds of
billion annually just in
reduced medical bills
for carbon-caused illnesses and reduce the
over 200,000 Americans
annual death from carbon
pollution every year.
You can make climate
change start with you in a
big way by volunteering to
become a citizen lobbyist
in Congress.
Visit https://citizensclimatelobby.org/.
Lynn Goldfarb
Manheim Township, PA
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